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From ASSOCIATED COMPLIANCE
AC Blanket Drive 2017

We concluded this by delivering the final batch of
blankets to The Lighthouse in Randburg, a home and
shelter for children.
Once again, a big thank you to all our clients who
contributed to this initiative.

The handover by the initiative organiser, Natalie van Heerden.

Financial Sector Regulation Act

The Bill was signed into law by the President on 21 August 2017. What happens next?
Initially, we need a Gazetted effective date. In our opinion, the most level-headed article
written to answer this question comes from Norton Rose Fulbright. We’ve reproduced
their article in full:

Twin Peaks signed into law - what you need to know
The Financial Sector Regulation Bill was signed into law by President Zuma on
21 August 2017.The commencement dates for the new Financial Sector Regulation Act
(FSR Act) are not yet known.
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The act provides the architecture for the new “twin peaks” method of regulation to be
adopted across the South African financial services industry, and is the first step toward
the commencement of a complete regulatory overhaul of the South African financial
services sector.
Currently all South African banks are regulated by the Banking Supervision Department
of the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) and all non-bank financial institutions
(Financial service providers, insurers, pension funds, collective investment schemes and
market infrastructures) are regulated by the Financial Services Board (FSB), with each
institution complying with its own industry-specific pieces of legislation.
The FSR Act creates two brand new regulators: the Prudential Authority and the Financial
Sector Conduct Authority.
The Prudential Authority will be responsible for regulating the prudential aspects of banks
and all non-bank financial institutions and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority will
be responsible for regulating market conduct and fair treatment of financial consumers.
Practically, this new set-up will see the Banking Supervision Department of the SARB
becoming the Prudential Authority and the FSB transforming into the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority.
The Reserve Bank will sit above these two new regulators to provide overall
financial oversight.
While the commencement of the FSR Act is unlikely to drastically change the existing
regulatory framework with immediate effect i.e. the current ambit of financial services
legislation and licenses will remain in force, it will soon herald changes in respect of
regulatory supervision with each type of financial institution being allocated to either
the Prudential Authority or the Financial Sector Conduct Authority.
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Banks and insurers who will have a new Insurance Act will be allocated to the Prudential
Authority while all other financial institutions will be allocated to the Financial Sector
Conduct Authority.
Going forward however, the FSR Act empowers the Prudential Authority and the
Financial Sector Conduct Authority to publish prudential and conduct standards which
will need to be complied with to replace in addition to existing subordinate legislation
published under industry-specific Acts, and the eventual phase out of industry specific
pieces of legislation (although this is unlikely to happen in the near future).
Desiree Reddy | Director

Sascha Graham | Associate
Norton Rose Fulbright

There are a few other more dramatic views out there:
“Twin Peaks Now Law – a Sad Day for Consumers?” by Janice Roberts.
Click here to read the article.
An older article by Professor Robert Vivian from late last year has resurfaced via
Fin24 entitled: “Twin Peaks: Another government-induced calamity. Why fix what
isn’t broke?”
Click here to read the article.
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Draft Insurance Regulation and PPR Amendments

We provided the FSB presentations on the second drafts in our July Newsletter.
Click here for the Insurance Act regulations and here for the PPR regulations.
Most concerns that have been dealt with in these drafts were raised under the
following headings:
1.

Binders

3.

General remuneration principles

2.
4.

Policy data administration

Frequency of data exchange

However, as the market’s primary concerns revolved around binders, the introduction
of binder fee caps and the limitations thereof, we thought it prudent to provide a brief
overview of the Regulator’s new thinking in this regard.
The Regulator met with all insurance associations to address the market’s concerns,
but made it quite clear that remuneration potentially resulting in conflicted advice had
to be mitigated. They mentioned that considerable evidence points to a wide range
of interpretation of the current principles among insurers that has led to persistent
conflicts of interest, resulting in business being placed by binder holders who are more
influenced by conflicted incentives than by the customer’s best interests.
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Nevertheless, the Regulator revised its proposal on binder caps for NMI advisers for
both short- and long-term policies as follows:
BINDER FUNCTION
MAXIMUM FEE PAYABLE
Enter into, vary or renew a policy (section 5%
48A/49A(1)(a));
Determine the wording of a policy
(section 48A/49A(1)(b));

Determine premiums under a policy
(section 48A/49A(1)(c)); or

Determine the value of policy benefits
under a policy (section 48A/49A(1)(d));
or any combination of the above
Settle claims under a policy (section
48A/49A(1)(e))
TOTAL
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4%
9%

The Regulator’s intention is to propose a further split between the (a), and (b) – (d)
functions. It is at this stage unclear what exactly this split will be, although the current
thinking is to propose one of the following three options:

BINDER FUNCTION

Enter into, vary or renew a
policy
(section 48A/49A(1)(a))
Determine the wording of a
policy
(section 48A/49A(1)(b));

OPTION 1
MAXIMUM
FEE
PAYABLE
3%

OPTION 2
MAXIMUM
FEE
PAYABLE
3,5%

OPTION 3
MAXIMUM
FEE
PAYABLE
4%

2%

1.5%

1%

5%

5%

Determine premiums
under a policy
(section 48A/49A (1)(c));
Determine the value of policy
benefits under a policy
(section 48A/49A (1)(d));
or any combination of the above
TOTAL
5%

SAIA has submitted their own segmentation proposal. Click here to download it. In
addition, the original proposal prohibited the outsourcing to advice-giving NMIs of
binder functions (b) – (d) in respect of personal lines, and all binder functions in respect
of commercial lines. Having reconsidered, the Regulator has removed these prohibitions.
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Transitional provisions are proposed in respect of the new requirements that apply to
binder functions. The provisions will apply based on when the binder agreement was
entered into, as follows: (Note that this is based on the FSB’s projected timelines)
1.
2.
3.

Agreements and/or policies entered into before 1 January 2017 will become
effective 12 months after the effective date.
Agreements and/or policies entered into between 1 January 2017 and the effective
date will become effective six months after the effective date.

Agreements and/or policies entered into on or after the effective date will become
effective immediately.

The general principles for determining remuneration will however become
effective immediately.
To see the overall response to the balance of the second draft of the Insurance Act
Regulations from the SAIA click here.

Conduct of Business Report 2018 (CoBR)

Here is the first of our series of guidance notes on this report format. We’ve elected
to supply these notes as an attachment rather than an article, as this will enable you to
download each one and easily compile a full guidance note.
The first one deals with the kind of information that lends itself to an ongoing
assessment and recording rather than a once off exercise come June 2018.
Click here to download a copy.

Annual FAIS levies

You will be receiving your invoice from the FSB during September. The deadline for
payment is 31 October 2017. If you don’t receive your invoice, or you feel there is an
error, then please contact us. Don’t wait until the last minute to resolve any problems.
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Compliance Institute of Southern Africa (CISA) 2017 Conference

As usual, as members of CISA, we attended their annual conference. The conference
covers all aspects of compliance, not just financial services, and the unrelated
presentations provide an excellent perspective on the wider activities and implications
of our role.
That said, we’re sure you’re only interested in the aspects that affect you. The financial
services industry presentations were limited.

“Insurance Compliance - a missed opportunity” by Suzette Olivier of
Guardrisk Group (Pty) Ltd

Suzette raised some good points on how compliance should be used to enhance and
directly affect the bottom line of insurance industry businesses. But she started with the
realities of our current legal framework and economy.
From a compliance and risk perspective, the most important issue was the likelihood
that our shrinking economy will cause business to take more risks to generate profits.
This is where compliance steps in: generating profit without adequate involvement of
the compliance function is likely to land companies in trouble with their customers, the
Regulator, the Ombud or all of the above.
In Suzette’s opinion, active engagement with the compliance officer by the operations and
marketing divisions will lead to higher profit and lower risk due to increased credibility
in the client and provider markets as well as increased product and investor demand.
In Suzette’s words, the compliance role should be an “explicit strategic consideration” to
allow this involvement to be effective and really generate the benefits mentioned above.
Her opinion is that the following tools that will be needed to achieve this: broad compliance
talent (meaning more and varied skills in the compliance function), integrated functions
(compliance, internal audit, legal and operations), the compliance function doing “more
than monitoring” and acting in an advisory role as well as conducting due diligence
activities and developing mitigation plans to manage risk.
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“Robo-advice and FAIS” by Juanita Moolman of Hollard

The formal recognition of the concept of robo-advice came as part of the draft Fit and
Proper Regulations. Juanita provided a general robo-advice definition: advice provided
via algorithms with minimal human intervention. Then she confirmed the general
understanding of the definition of advice as per the FAIS Act and, most importantly, that
robo-advice meets the definition of advice. But, as with anything “new”, it isn’t entirely
clear and this creates a grey area on whether advice is rendered.
This is only exacerbated by the fact that robo-advice is predominantly focused on
investments in other territories but is likely to be applied to Short-term and entry level
Long-term products in South Africa.
With robo-advice, the good comes with the bad: it will allow access to the financial
services industry for those with limited access to financial services, but these consumers
have limited financial services knowledge implying that the controls and correct advice
should take on greater importance.
Clearly, here are advantages to this type of distribution channel: it will mitigate the
advice gap (since clients will pay directly for advice in future), if delivered correctly
it should reduce costs and accessibility to consumers, it will reach a wider range of
customers, improve quality of service via standardisation and protect providers as
records are readily accessibility and up-to-date.
However, it is questionable whether it will be all that cost effective given the requirements
in the proposed legislation. For example: Key Individuals with the skill set required
will be expensive and scarce. A possible solution is to regulate on an outcomes-based
model where the onus rests on the FSP to prove that they meet the outcomes. This would
simplify the regulatory burden, encourage cost effectiveness and innovation and less
irrelevant rules-based hurdles which yield little return to the consumer.
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FROM AC HAS
On 9 August 1956, 20,000 women marched to the Union
Buildings to protest against the apartheid government’s
pass laws. The message was clear: “We have had
enough!” This powerful statement of protest brought the
struggle for women’s rights to the fore and signified a
critical turning point in the fight for gender equality and a
non-discriminative South Africa.
To all our female colleagues and clients – we hope you had a very a Happy Women’s
Month!
So, how far have we come in the past 61 years in instilling gender equality? According
to Statistics South Africa, there are more women than men in South Africa. For every
1,000 people, 511 would be women and 489 men. But is this what our workplace statistics
represent? According to labour data released for the second quarter of 2017, women fill
44% of skilled posts – which include managers, professionals and technicians. What is
interesting about this figure is that it has stayed at exactly 44% since 2003. Although
South Africa has come a long way, gender representation is still below the 40% mark
when it comes to positions of great influence: Women make up 32% of Supreme Court
of Appeal judges, 31% of advocates, 30% of ambassadors and 24% of heads of stateowned enterprises. Of the Top 40 JSE listed companies, only one company has a female
CEO! However, our Parliament fares somewhat better with four benches in every 10
held by a woman.
Diane Eynon, Director of the Executive Doctorate in High Education Management at
the Graduate School of Education at the University of Pennsylvania, says that
“One of the most effective ways to increase sustained development is through
the improvement of women’s skills and their access to education, training, and
employment,”

but during an investigation in the higher education system, was dismayed at the prevalence
of harassment and sexism within the university system. She also highlighted the role
leadership has to play a) in making sure that harassment and sexism get eradicated, and
b) to ensure that all women have access to education.
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In 2015, a report compiled by the Department of Women showed that while women
outnumbered men by a ratio of about 3:2 for post-secondary education, women were
less likely than men to further their education to doctoral or professorships because of
the fact that women don’t see other women progressing in their careers as a result of this,
and this emphasises the fact that we still live in a patriarchal society.
For employers, there are many ways in which we can offer further education and training
to our employees. Our Insurance Sector Education and Training Authority – INSETA
– is accessible to all insurance-based companies who are registered with SARS and
makes funding available to all these companies to assist with growing the skills across
all employment levels within the insurance sector.
Training and development should form a core part of your business strategy and if you’re
unsure of how to go about finding training providers or how to access funding from
INSETA, please contact bronwynn@associatedcompliance.co.za for further assistance.
The opportunities therefore exist for us, as employers, to continue showing women that
they are equal contributors who can actively participate in the formal economy as well
as to continue with your zero-tolerance approach towards sexism and sexual harassment
in the workplace.
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FROM AC-PROOFED
Keep It Simple, Sweetheart (KISS)

Most people will agree that they enjoy reading
things that are easy to understand. This doesn’t mean
that the writer dumbs down what they’re trying to
say, but rather that they get their point across in a
simple way.
Just like actual kisses, I have a soft spot for the acronym KISS which stands for Keep It
Simple, Sweetheart (a much gentler version of keep it simple, stupid). It’s a great summary
of good writing principles: don’t write more than you need, and don’t overcomplicate
things. Your reader will thank you for it.
Albert Einstein, perhaps the greatest intellectual thinker of all time, said:
‘Everything should be made as simple as possible, but no simpler’.

He also said:

‘If you can’t explain it to a six-year-old, you don’t understand it yourself.’

Leonardo da Vinci said:

‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication’.

Here are some things to consider:
Who is reading it? Think of them as people who are interested in your subject but don’t
have detailed knowledge. Use your writing to guide them through the subject and help
them identify what’s most important.
What are you going to say? Consider what your readers want to know. It’s helpful to
put the most important information in the first two paragraphs. Summarise what you’re
writing about, and tell them what they’ll find in the document/email.
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Use short, simple sentences. Be
concise, and remember that two
short sentences are easier to read
than one long one.
Break up large blocks of text with
subheadings. Rather than making
your reader plough through a
long paragraph, make the content
inviting to his or her eyes.
Stick to one idea or theme per paragraph.
Correct punctuation helps. It lets the reader know when to pause, and highlights
important points. Remember that it can also confuse people, so make sure that your
punctuation is right.
Use plain English. Avoid writing words that will have your reader whipping out their
dictionary. Don’t utilise formal or long vocabulary when informal or diminutive verbiage
will do (see what I did there?).
Avoid buzzwords (referred to in my article in March 2016).

I’m not sure if those who use this cryptic dialect actually think they sound smarter, or
are just trying to solidify their membership in some sort of exclusive corporate tribe, but
I beg you - don’t use jargon.
Cut out unnecessary words. It makes the important facts more memorable.
Don’t be ambiguous. Sentences that can be read in several different ways may
be misleading.
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Avoid repetition. There is no need to use words or phrases more than once in the same
sentence (or even in the same paragraph). You should also avoid using words that repeat
something already implied in the same sentence (otherwise known as tautology). An
example of this is “I might possibly...”
Don’t make your sentences confusing. Don’t use sentences where a phrase qualifies
the wrong part of a sentence (known as a dangling participle).

“Surrounded by files and papers, Alan believed that his PA would eventually do
some work.”
The sentence implies that Alan was surrounded by files and papers, which is incorrect.

It should read: “Alan believed that his PA, who was surrounded by paperwork, would
eventually do some work.”
Don’t forget that I’m a phone
(kimh@associatedcompliance.co.za) away.

call

(083

657

3377)

or

email

ps. I could have made this article a lot longer if I’d really wanted to, but I got my point
across clearly, right?
Everybody knows that less is more. Except when it comes to actual kisses x
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FROM THE FSB
FAIS Fit and Proper Amendments

The final date of release of these changes is still not confirmed, with differing estimates
ranging from the end of August to October (yes, this year). The date is really dependent
on the results of the Impact assessment report. We’re not privy to the details within that
report, but do understand that it has been tabled. There will be a range of transitional
arrangements provided to allow for the practical ease of implementation.

Other FAIS changes

The end of August was targeted for the draft amendments to advertising and complaints
controls to align FAIS with the PPR changes. They will also deal with the use of licence
details in business documentation, allowing for enterprise development spend so as
not to be a breach of the conflict of interest standards and better definitions on what
replacement products are. At the time of publishing this Newsletter, they have yet to
be seen.

Areas of concern raised with the compliance industry

The following are areas that the FSB has raised a red flag on and have asked the industry
to be more mindful of:
• Financial soundness issues: The reliance by compliance officers on solvency
declarations alone with no sight of the actual financial accounts. This isn’t a new
concern, and we’ve been actively asking to see the actual accounts for some
time, without always being successful. We’ve updated our solvency declaration
to minimise potential errors during completion. A copy can be downloaded here.
We’ve also always encouraged that this declaration become an integral part of
the management accounts to enable self-assessment each month. You will have
seen from our audit preparation process that we’re asking that at least the yearto-date management accounts are supplied to support the declaration, which is a
stance that we will clearly have to continue with.
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• Rent a KI: The practice of appointing an external Key Individual is still
allowed, but the FSB is clearly uncomfortable with the practice of a “Rent a KI”.
In particular, they have found some instances where the KI isn’t aware of the
nature of the FSP’s business. This normally becomes evident when an on-site
visit is undertaken. The KI often allows representatives to be appointed under
supervision for one or more categories where either i) there is no trading in that
category by the FSP and/or ii) no training or supervision takes place. This creates
a representative with apparent experience when this isn’t the case.
The role of the compliance officer in these situations is being questioned.

PI and FG exemptions for funeral business and friendly society
benefits providers

This exemption has been extended for a further three years. No specific reasons
were provided in the notice issued, but we assume that this will take these providers
into the Conduct of Financial Institutions Act regulations where they will have their
own standards.
Reports on the Short- and Long-term Insurers as at 31 December 2016 have been
issued:
The Short-term industry: ST SPECIALR 30 DEC 2016.pdf
The Long-term industry: LT SPECIALR 30 DEC 2016.pdf

The latest summary from Pi Financial Services Intelligence (www.pifsi.com.sg) on the
make-up of the market place by FSP and Representative can be seen by downloading
the attached.
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Latest on suspended and withdrawn licences

Media Release 13 June - 17 July 2017 - Update on Licenses for Financial Services
Providers.pdf
And the latest warnings issued:
Press Release - FSB warns the public against Liftinghand Financial Services.pdf
Press Release - FSB warns the public against Love and Lets Live (Pty) Ltd.pdf
Press Release - FSB warns the public against Bank Used Repos (Pty) Ltd.pdf
Press Release - FSB warns the public against Zillionaire Markets.pdf
Press Release - FSB warns the public against Ms Melissa Green.pdf

Press Release - FSB warns the public against C.Z.Z. General Industry (Pty) Ltd operating
in Eersterust, Pretoria.pdf
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FROM THE FAIS OMBUD
Is This Treating Customers Fairly? A summary by FANews of a recent Ombud
determination involving a mistake around applicable tax laws by Old Mutual.
Click here to read the article.

FROM THE PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR
PFA questions TCF principles in causal event charge: Another matter where TCF
principles were brought into a debate on legalities and summarised by FAnews.
Click here to read the article.

FROM THE IISA
Annual Conference 2017

If, like us, you weren’t able to attend the conference, we’ve attached a summary of the
key issues discussed. Click here.
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INTERESTING THINGS WE’VE READ
Camargue Weathervane: An article by our
own Peter Veal entitled Insurance Broking: An
occupation or a profession? Click here to read the
article.

Risk Africa
No one’s PoPI: Another article on the importance
of doing something about getting POPIA ready.
Remember that we can help you with this process.
Click here to read the article.
And a related article from James George of Compliserve on POPIA from a compliance
perspective. Read Article

COVER
A video interview with Peter Jennett, CEO of Centriq Insurance on the cell captive
market: Click here to watch.
Companies urged to manage their corporate governance risks: An article by
Johannes du Plessis, Legal Advisor at RBS. This is relevant, given the soon to be released
new Fit and Proper standards that will call for a governance standard for all FSPs.
Click here to read the article.
And related commentary from the Institute of Directors.

Governance is clearly becoming the “in thing” to be aware of.
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Insurance Gateway
Can the Appeal Board overrule FSB decision? A summary of a case where an FSP with
a withdrawn licence due to failure to successfully complete the RE1 & RE5 attempted to
have that decision by the FSB overturned by applying to the appeal board.
You can read the results in this Moonstone article
But what a pity the person concerned did not put as much effort into passing 2 exams as
they did into the legal process to have the results overturned.
POPI challenges for the financial services industry: An article by Elizabeth de Stadler,
Compliance Online sourced via Moonstone. It deals with 2 key issues arising within the
financial services sector.
1.
2.

Buying and selling leads and

The rules to be introduced around the direct marketing process

So, a must read if you are involved with either of these. Click here to read the article.
Alleged fraudster complains to (short term) Ombudsman: Interesting if maybe not
sadly surprising little story from the Ombuds annual report as reported by Moonstone.

FANews
FURTHER PROFESSIONALIZATION: An article on a panel discussion at the recent
IISA conference that dealt with the regulatory road map. Interesting but says nothing
new.
Click here to read the full article which continues on our website.
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Johannesburg Address:
Ground Floor

Lakeview House

Constantia Office Park

Corner 14th Avenue and Hendrik
Potgieter Street
Weltevreden Park
Roodepoort
1709

Email:
info@associatedcompliance.co.za
Tel:
011 678 2533
Fax:
011 475 0096

This Newsletter was proofread by Kim Hatchuel of AC-Proofed.
Click here to download the AC-Proofed brochure
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